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Earlier in the year Jane Wilde and Emma Cresswell attended a training course focusing on 
Boisterous Play. 
 
Boisterous play or rough and tumble is an important part of play and growing up. Children 
need to test and learn their physical limits. Studies have shown that children who do not let 
off steam in this way become disruptive in class. By making these children have timeout 
rather than being outside at break time, the problem is made worse. Boisterous play is also 
important for brain development which helps school performance. 
Boisterous play will inevitably lead to some bumps, bruises and scrapes. The course leader 
recommended that polices are changed so that accident forms are only produced for head 
injuries. 
In the training course we did active games, these games were adapted for those children 
who are less sporty not to be singled out as ‘losing’. 
Game ideas for boisterous play. 

1. Foam ball fight. Include water to soak them first in the summer 
2. Build castles and dens. Have two teams with separate castles and invade each other 

with foam balls and noodles. 
3. Have tag rugby belts with two ‘tags’ hanging down. Have two teams with different 

colours. The aim is to catch all the other teams’ tags. When you have lost both tags 
you sit down. The winning team is the last man standing. 

4. Catch the ninja. Like tic a nic but once you have caught someone you are still ‘on’. 
This prevents the slowest person being picked on and not being able to catch the 
others. It may be difficult to find the last one ‘caught’ though! 

5. Musical statues. A common problem is the children who are ‘out’ getting bored. In 
this game children get more chances but you can still see who has ‘won’. When the 
music stops, if they move then they have to dance next time with one knee on  the 
floor, if they move again then two knees, then two elbows and finally on their back 
and wave their arms and legs like a dying fly. Therefore the person who is still 
standing while dancing at the end (the highest person) will win! 

6. Bum wrestling. Draw a large circle on the floor with chalk or a rope. Get two children 
(or staff!) in the middle; go back to back as if you are sitting down. Then push against 
each other and try to push the other one out of the circle. This is great as it is a 
physical game which doesn’t involve hands/feet and children love anything which 
mentions bums!! 

7. Have two teams and turn foam noodles into horses using balloons, pieces of 
material, cardboard etc. Then dress each other as knights and princesses and have 
jousting matches. This develops the imagination, is physical and children love knights 
and princesses! 


